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Abstract: Traditional encryption techniques are just converting the readable images into some unreadable format i.e. cipher text 
format. This encrypted cipher text can be very conveniently transmitted over the network, but anyone who gets the key can easily get the 
secret encrypted message from cipher text. But the new Secret sharing scheme is a process of sharing and transmitting the images over 
the network. But the major drawback over here is that transmitting images over network pulls attackers attention as the images are in 
noise like format. In the recent study, many researchers tried to make the VSS system more secure. This paper presents the survey of the 
studies done earlier and thereby analyses the drawbacks and proposed a new technique considering VSS.
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1. Introduction 

The rapid growth of internet and internet services which 
needs connecting multiple devices , computers together so 
that the transmission of the data can be carried out needs a 
higher level of security in this stage. Traditional encryption 
techniques are just converting the readable images into some 
unreadable format i.e. cipher text format. Encryption process 
is the process of using the hash function and indirectly a 
mathematical function that makes the data get converted into 
unreadable format which is safe for transmitting over the 
internet. 

Using the conventional Image sharing, which can contain 
several random and useless pixels, even if these image 
sharing techniques satisfy the security requirement for 
safeguarding the secret data, but it is prone to some issues 
such as attackers attention as the images are noise like, and 
second issue is that these noise like meaningless shares are 
very user unfriendly. If the count of the shares being shared 
and the share quality is enhanced, then it can become trickier 
and difficult to expose the necessary information. 

The process in which n pieces of images or shares carry each 
share into it is called as Visual Cryptograph (VC). Secret 
images can be in the form of handwritten documents, 
images, photographs and so on. Sharing and delivering 
secret images over the internet in the non-computer 
environment is a process of Visual Secret Sharing. 

Figure 1: System working  

2. Literature Survey 

[2] presented a pixel-expansion-free value VCSs method on 
the basis of optimal binarization technique for visual 
cryptography of binary images. To grade the evaluation of 
the quality of the extracted or recovered image, author 
considered the black pixels or blackness as the metric to 
measure quality.
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Figure 2: Image stages in system 

Their contribution is proposed as a two-fold method, first 
fold is formulating the problem as an optimization using 
mathematics and in return to highly increase the contrast of 
extracted images that are lead to blackness constraints and 
density-balance, and second they proposed a new AI based 
simulated-annealing algorithm to solve this VSS problem. 
The proposed optimization-based approach efficiently 
competes existing techniques in terms of both the display 
quality of recovered images and pixel expansion factor  
[2]. 

[1] Presented visual cryptography faces an uncontrollable 
display quality issues or a pixel-expansion problem, for 
extracted images. To resolve these issues in paper, author 
proposed a systematic and general method without 
convenient codebook design. This presented technique can 
be definitely used for binary secret images in non-computer 
controlled decryption environments. So To encrypt secret 
data pixels author proposes a set of column vectors method 
rather than using the traditional VC-based method to address 
issue of pixel expansion [3]. 

Figure 3: Comparison with existing 

[4] presented a novel framework named as halftone visual 
cryptography to obtain visual cryptography through half 
toning. Based on blue noise dithering technique, the 
presented method makes use of the void and cluster 
algorithm to encrypt a secret binary image into halftone 
shares carrying significant visual information. The obtained 
visual quality is much better than all previous visual 
cryptography techniques. The presented technique has 
multiple visual secret sharing applications such as electronic 
cash, watermarking, which requires a very high-quality 
visual images [4]. 

Figure 4: Comparison of existing system with system  

[5] presented phenomenon known as a color visual 
cryptography process which prepares meaningful color n
shares via error diffusion and Visual information pixel (VIP) 
synchronization for visual sharing recovered quality 
improvement. (VIP) Visual information pixel 
synchronization preserves the same original VIP values pre 
and post encryption and error diffusion then generates n
shares with higher` visual quality. VIP synchronization or 
error diffusion mostly used in various visual cryptography 
schemes for color images. As compare with previous 
approaches proposed approach gives superior performance 
[5]. 

Figure 5: Comparison of existing systems 
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[6]  proposed a new secret sharing scheme for grayscale 
images. Proposed scheme is based on three approaches, 
block truncation coding (BTC), discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT) and vector quantization (VQ) technique. An original 
image is replaced with a set of much smaller shadows and 
each shadow does not reveal information about the original 
image. Due to this quality the security of the proposed 
scheme is guaranteed. This proposed scheme can be applied 
to both grayscale and color images. Results confirm that this 
scheme not only generates a high quality reconstructed 
original image but also generates small, random-like 
grayscale shadows [6]. 

Figure 6: Codebooks generation algorithm 

[7] proposed a novel and efficient secret image sharing 
scheme for true-color secret images. By combing neural 
networks and variant visual secret sharing, the quality of the 
reconstructed secret image and disguise images are visually 
the same as the original images. Only proposed scheme 
supports true-color secret image with size constraint on 
shares as compare to other[7]. 

Figure 7: Camouflage images: (a) Boat, (b) F16 (size of 
both nine times that of the secret image). Reconstructed 

secret image (c) Lena 

[7] proposed anew secret image sharing scheme with 
reversible steganography. A reversible cellular automaton 
with memory is added in the proposed scheme to produce 
shared data, which are implanted into cover image to form 
stego images. Computation cost of the proposed scheme is 
lower than other approaches. The proposed scheme is 
useless in differential attacks[8]. 

Figure 8: An example of the (4,4)-threshold case with 
reversible steganography. (a) The secret image, (b) stego 

image S1, PSNR = 37.91 dB, (c) stego image S2, PSNR = 
37.90 dB, (d) stego image S3, PSNR = 37.91 dB, (e) stego 
image S4, PSNR = 37.92 dB, (f) lossless reconstruction of 

the secret image, and (g) the distortion-free recovered cover 
image 

3. Conclusion 

This paper presented an all-inclusive survey of secret sharing 
scheme. The main features, the advantages and 
disadvantages of each are described. As per survey, strong 
need to develop the secure secrete scheme for sharing 
images over network. In proposed work is the combination 
of data hiding, random shuffling and the encryption 
technique. Using this we achieve the original image with 
security. 
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